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Far out

Manshausen, the wild 55-acre island in a 
protected archipelago in northern Norway, 
has acquired a sleek new retreat. Owned 
by polar explorer Børge Ousland, the hotel’s 
four, four-bed cabins perch on listed stone 
jetties and ofer sweeping views of the ruged 
landscape. Conceived by architect Snorre 
Stinessen, each hut is laid out in a modular 
style with multifunctional features such as 
walls that fip down to form tables. At the 
heart of the resort is a two-storey main 
house, dating to the 1800s, which has been 
upgraded to incorporate a dining area and 
a library. A spa is due for completion in 
summer 2016. Stock up on necessities in the 
closest town of Nordskot – 90 minutes away 
by speedboat – before hunkering down 
in remote bliss. Ella Marshall 
Manshausen, tel: 47.2338 2200, manshausen.no, 
Rates from: NOK1,500 (€162)

  MANSHAUSEN, NORWAY

Going green

Encouraging the re-use of bath towels  
is as far as most hotels go in terms of  
eco-consciousness, but 1 Hotel Central 
Park, the second property from SH Group, 
takes things further. Housed in a former 
ofce building, the hotel stands out  
from its urban surroundings with its lush, 
ivy-covered façade. The natural theme 
continues past its main doors – made using 
16,000 fallen branches – and permeates 
each of the 18 foors, which are clad in 
materials from brick and stone to acorns. 
The rooms feature Napa-style paned-glass 
showers resembling greenhouses and 
natural hemp-blend mattresses. To avoid 
the ubiquitous bottles of water, taps are 
installed with flters, while, in a paperless 
approach, tablets are preloaded with 
newspapers and an app guides guests 
through all the amenities. Pei-Ru Keh 
1414 6th Avenue, tel: 1.212 703 2001, 1hotels.com

  1 HOTEL CENTRAL PARK, NEW YORK

    GLAZY DAYS 
At Manhausen’s  
four cabins (above), 
floor-to-ceiling 
glass ensures guests 
optimum immersion  
in the surroundings

    STRAIGHT UP 
At Malamén (left), 
architects Florejachs  
i Ortí made the  
most of the narrow 
confines with a wall  
of geometric mirrors 
and a slim marble bar

    NUMBER ONE 
Designed by an 
in-house team and 
AvroKO, the green 
credentials of 1 Hotel 
Central Park (below) 
extend beyond its 
ivy-clad exterior

Swish list

Located in Barcelona’s emerging Poble-sec 
neighbourhood, Malamén is the area’s 
frst upscale restaurant, joining its handful 
of hipster wine bars and bodegas. Owned by 
Humberto Cruz and his partner Daniel Gallego 
Garcés, the eatery is a celebration of the 
duo’s family-orientated backgrounds, which 
revolved mostly around food. ‘Since I was 
a young boy, everything beautiful happened 
in a kitchen,’ recalls Cruz. Swedish chef 
David Elfstrand ofers a modern Mediterranean 
menu using seasonal produce – such as fresh 
monkfsh with scallops, clams and Galician 
lobster – in a slick space by local architects 
Florejachs i Ortí. Lauren Ho 
Blai 53, tel: 34.9 325 27763, malamen.es
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